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The New Normal is Now Normal: So, What Are We Waiting For?
By: Steven C. Isberg, Ph.D.
Senior Research Fellow
Credit Research Foundation

Context
The U.S. economy has experienced what may be called a long period of realignment, including major
restructuring of its manufacturing industries beginning in the 1970s and the business process reengineering
movement of the 1990s. Both in between and following those periods, the economy has continued to
consolidate into more highly concentrated and less competitive industries; this consolidation has been fueled
by interest rates which fell steadily from the early 1980s to the low levels at which they currently reside. The
broadening of global trade, particularly since the opening of China in the mid-1990s has led to a persistent
U.S. trade deficit. Low interest rates have also enabled borrowing by the federal government to the point
where the accumulated debt level is as high, if not higher, than the GDP.
As we begin yet another year (either the end of one decade or the beginning of another, depending on how
you choose to measure a decade), we find ourselves asking once again: Is this the year in which the economy
will really bust out and grow? Or: Is this the year in which we will have another recession? A brief check on
our current status indicates...

This article is only available to members of the Credit Research Foundation (CRF).
Interested in reading more? Join CRF to gain access to this and
hundreds of other resources! CLICK HERE for membership information.

About the Author:
Steven C. Isberg is the Chair of the Department of Accounting at Towson University. He teaches graduate and
undergraduate courses in corporate finance, financial analysis and valuation, and financial economic history. As
Sr Research Fellow at the Credit Research Foundation he conducts various research studies and delivers online
financial analysis courses as part of the CRF Online Classroom™ program.
He has over 25 publications in academic and professional journals and has served as a professional business
consultant to a variety of firms. He frequently appears or is quoted in television, radio, and print media on
financial and economic issues.
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Rest Easy

You need peace of mind. NCS provides peace of mind.

PEOPLE. PROCESS. PERFORMANCE.
Our service is full service, so you can rest easy knowing you’ve secured the right to get paid.
We take the most conservative approach to protect our clients. Period.

Contact us today to secure more sales!
®

NCScredit.com
800.826.5256
NCSsales@NCScredit.com

Securing Your Tomorrow ®

Collection Services | UCC Services | Notice & Mechanic’s Lien Services | Education & Resources
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What Awaits in 2020?
Does the Party Continue or is the Hangover Due?
By: Chris Kuehl
Managing Director
Armada Corporate Intelligence
A new year has dawned and for no apparent reason this annual event takes on all kinds of economic
implications despite the fact there is not all that much that matters about going from one year to
another. There are not many companies that even match their fiscal years to the calendar year these days.
Nevertheless, the forecasts are coming out along with all those resolutions. In the weeks to come we will
forget what we resolved to do or not do, and the forecasts will be altered.
By most measures it would appear the US is in good economic condition and the threat of a recession
would seem to be quite distant. The problem is that the same can’t be said for the rest of the world, and one
burning question is whether the US will be infected in some way by the...

This article is only available to members of the Credit Research Foundation (CRF).
Interested in reading more? Join CRF to gain access to this and
hundreds of other resources! CLICK HERE for membership information.

About the Author:
Chris Kuehl is the co-founder (with Keith Prather) and Managing Director of Armada Corporate Intelligence,
a company created in 1999 to provide strategy foundation, competitive intelligence, business analysis and
economic forecasting for corporate clients.
Armada’s clients include YRC Worldwide, TranSystems, Spencer Fane Britt and Browne, KPMG, Hallmark
International, Weitz Industrial among others.
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WE’VE RAISED THE BAR

ON LOWERING DEBT DELINQUENCIES

Higher rates of return, faster results.
More cash flow for your business.

$
HELP
Collections | Aging Receivables | We’re Here to Help
Since 1972, AG Adjustments (AGA) has been committed
to ensuring our clients - from small businesses to
Fortune 500 companies - the highest possible rate of
return on outstanding receivables. For over 45 years
we’ve had experience delivering excellent results to our
customers. Work With Experienced Agents. Get Instant
Portfolio Updates - Anytime, Anywhere. Benefit From
the Latest Industry Information and Methods.
O N YO U R S I D E , A H E A D O F T H E CU RV E

agaltd.com

MAILING ADDRESS AG Adjustments | PO Box 9090 Melville, NY 11747
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS AG Adjustments | 740 Walt Whitman Rd. Melville, NY 11747
P(631) 425-8800 | F(631) 425-8808 | agaltd.com
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2019 Was a Good Year and Provided a Good Hand-off to 2020
By: Dan North
Economist
Euler Hermes
Despite some bumps along the way, 2019 was a solid year all around for the economy, for business, for
the consumer, and for the financial markets. For 2020 however, while we expect positive growth, it will be
markedly slower. We may even experience a quarter of flat or negative growth, but the odds of a recession
are waning.
One of the major supports for the economy for the entire recovery has been somewhat overlooked because
it has become the “new normal”, and that is low interest rates and low inflation. It’s hard to imagine now
in a world of stable 2% inflation, but in 1974 inflation was running at 12% y/y and in 1984 it reached 15%.
Mortgage rates, which are now...

This article is only available to members of the Credit Research Foundation (CRF).
Interested in reading more? Join CRF to gain access to this and
hundreds of other resources! CLICK HERE for membership information.

About the Author:
Dan North is an Economist with Euler Hermes, North America. Mr. North has been with Euler Hermes North
America since 1996. He has appeared on CNBC, Fox Business News, France 24, and Bloomberg Radio and
Television. He has been quoted by Barron’s, Business Week, Paris Le Monde, Tokyo Nikkei, the New York Times
and the Wall Street Journal. After having predicted the 2008/2009 recession and its implications accurately, he
was ranked 4th on Bloomberg’s list of the 65 top economic forecasters in 2010.
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Economic Outlook Symposium:
Summary of 2019 Results and 2020 Forecasts
By: William A. Strauss, Senior Economist and Economic Advisor
and and Kelley Sarussi, Research Assistant
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago

According to participants in the Chicago Fed’s annual Economic Outlook Symposium (EOS), the U.S. economy
is forecasted to expand at a pace in 2020 near the long-term average, with inflation ticking up and the
unemployment rate remaining low.
The Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago held its 33rd annual Economic Outlook Symposium on December
13, 2019. More than 140 economists and analysts from business, academia, and government attended the
conference. This Chicago Fed Letter reviews the forecasts for 2019 from the previous EOS...

This article is only available to members of the Credit Research Foundation (CRF).
Interested in reading more? Join CRF to gain access to this and
hundreds of other resources! CLICK HERE for membership information.

About the Author:
William Strauss is the Senior Economist and Economic Advisor in the Economic Research Department at the
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago. His chief responsibilities include analyzing the current performance of both
the Midwest economy and the manufacturing sector for use in monetary policy.
He produces the monthly Chicago Fed Midwest Manufacturing Index and organizes the Bank’s Economic
Outlook Symposium and Automotive Outlook Symposium. In addition, he conducts several economic workshops
and industrial roundtables throughout the year.
His research papers include analysis of the manufacturing sector, the automotive sector, the Midwest regional
economy, the trade-weighted dollar, business cycles, and Federal Reserve payments operations.
Mr. Strauss has been interviewed on numerous television and radio shows and quoted in the major business
magazines and newspapers. He has also provided testimony concerning manufacturing issues to the U.S.
Senate.
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Named by The Credit Research Foundation as a Platinum Partner, Commercial
Collection Agencies of America is proud to offer a superior certification program
Standards of the unparalleled certification:
4 Rigorous Requirements - set by an Independent Standards Board, comprised of a cross-section of the ARM
industry, ensure agencies’ accountability and professionalism
4 Proper Bonding & Licensing - agencies are required to obtain surety bond coverage and be licensed or
registered in the cities and states in which they have offices, as required by law
4 Financial and Operational Oversight - review of trust accounts, random audits and on-going evaluations
conducted by knowledgeable industry professionals
4 Education - annual continuing education requirements strengthen members’ expertise.

Choose an agency whose certification is the prototype and standard
for third party commercial agency membership within the CRF.
For more information, please contact Executive Director,
Annette M. Waggoner at awaggoner@commercialcollectionagenciesofamerica.com or call 847-907-4670
or visit our website at www.commercialcollectionagenciesofamerica.com

CCofA_Gold-Platinum_Ad.indd 1
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Commercial fraud is on the rise. Most
traditional fraud detection methods are no
longer effective.
In today’s digital world, you need a modern approach to detect
fraud that combines online and offline data.
To help you prevent fraud, Experian designed a layered
approach that verifies the identity of a business, reduces
friction, and improves the customer journey.

Learn more
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What’s Your Data

Not Telling You?

Call Today for Your Free Data Intelligence Assessment
Unlock the power of the Dun & Bradstreet Data Cloud within your own portfolio of accounts.
Dun & Bradstreet, the global leader in commercial data and analytics, is offering a new way for you
to receive exceptional insight on your customers so you can see your own portfolio infused with our
powerful insights, scores, and ratings.
Our Data Intelligence Assessment reveals how your customer portfolio stacks up against
Dun & Bradstreet’s data. With more than 330 million business records and 120 million linked
hierarchy members, our Data Cloud provides unparalleled depth and breadth of business
information, including:
• Dun & Bradstreet scores & ratings (D&B® Viability Rating, D&B® Failure Score,
D&B® Delinquency Predictor Score
• Categorized segmentation by accounts receivable risk (low-risk to high-risk) and dollars
• Segmentation by age of business, location, industries, revenue, and employees
• Corporate family tree relationships

Take advantage of this complimentary analysis.

Call us at (866)-541-3916 today to get started.

© Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. 2019
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CST Co would like to wish
all members of the Credit Research
Foundation the very best of the
Holiday Season.

For almost 93 years, CST Co. has
provided pre-placement and
post-placement collection
services across a very broad
spectrum of industries.
How may we assist your
organization in the coming
New Year?

Pete Roth, President
502-589-2027
PRoth@cstcoinc.com
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U.S. Macro Outlook: Two Economies

How Americans perceive the economy’s performance and prospects varies
significantly according to whether they are Republican or Democrat.
By: Mark Zandi
Chief Economist
Moody’s Analytics
Overview
•

Democrats and Republicans believe they are living in different economies.

•

Meanwhile, the differences in economic policy between Trump and any of his potential Democratic rivals
are stark.

•

•

In reality the economy has performed much the same in the three years of the Trump administration as it
did in the final three years of the Obama administration.

Perceptions about the economy are so tied up in peoples’ political identities that uncertainty over the
2020 election outcome may have an outsize impact on consumer and business behavior.

U.S. real GDP growth has been slowing for more than a year and is ending 2019 at just below the economy’s
2% growth potential. Job gains have moderated commensurately and, after accounting for upcoming
benchmark revisions to the employment data, are averaging close to an estimated 150,000 per month.
Unemployment is low and stable near 3.5% but will begin to rise if GDP growth does not pick up soon.
Strong cross-currents are buffeting the economy’s growth. Consumers, particularly middle-income
households, are the principal tailwind. Home sales and housing construction also have...

This article is only available to members of the Credit Research Foundation (CRF).
Interested in reading more? Join CRF to gain access to this and
hundreds of other resources! CLICK HERE for membership information.

About the Author:
Mark M. Zandi is Chief Economist of Moody’s Analytics, where he directs economic research. Moody’s Analytics,
a subsidiary of Moody’s Corp., is a leading provider of economic research, data and analytical tools.
Dr. Zandi is co-founder of Economy.com, which Moody’s purchased in 2005.
Dr. Zandi conducts regular briefings on the economy for corporate boards, trade associations, and policymakers
at all levels. He is often quoted in national and global publications and interviewed by major news media
outlets, and is a frequent guest on CNBC, NPR, CNN, Meet the Press, and various other national networks and
news programs.
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Credit Research Foundation Platinum Partners

The Commercial Collection Corp. of NY, Inc.

The Credit Research Foundation is very fortunate to receive support from
our Platinum Partners. Their contributions and collaborative efforts help the
Foundation maintain activities at the level at which our members have become
accustomed.
While these firms and the services they provide are very familiar to our members, you
can learn more about them by clicking HERE.
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Providing 70 Years of Service to Credit and Accounts Receivable Professionals

1812 Baltimore Blvd
Suite H
Westminster, MD 21157
443-821-3000
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